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4. Is there an online system available to manage grants and projects?

- Yes: 54.7%
- No: 45.3%

6. What are the types of online portals through which the citizens can communicate with your ULB? (select all that apply)

- Civil complaints: 47.7%
- Disaster reporting: 18.1%
- Grant monitoring: 11.7%
- Tax management: 10.8%
- Alert management: 8%
- None: 0%
Municipal ICT Needs

- Hardware/software
- Skills for remote working
- Engagement with citizens
  - Paper records
  - Regulations
To strengthen urban local governments’ response to the COVID-19 pandemic and preparedness for future shocks.
Improved Municipal Functioning and ICT Infrastructure

Technical Assistance - Remote MIS; Web portal- preparedness, local revenue; capacity building; roadmap

Grants - Urgent ICT hardware/software; Remote Connectivity; Skills; Citizen engagement
Local Government COVID-19 Response & Recovery Project

- COVID Response and Recovery
- Local Service Delivery
- Economic Development
- Municipal Digital Technology
- Resilience to health & climate shocks
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